Ensuring the authenticity of position and time services is becoming a major requirement in many GNSS applications, demonstrating the need of tools to support the design, testing, and validation of protection mechanisms at the user and system levels. This work describes the architecture of the GNSS Authentication and User Protection System Simulator (GAUPSS), an innovative testbed that uses software to control hardware equipment and capable of creating realistic scenarios for GNSS threats. The testbed is designed to expose weaknesses of detection mechanisms in user equipment, test the effectiveness of new receiver-based mitigation techniques, and support analysis of system-level schemes to guarantee the authenticity of received signals. Preliminary results from a validation campaign are presented in this work.

Increasing demand for ensuring the authenticity of satellite signals and position/velocity/time (PVT) calculations raises the need for tools capable of assessing and testing innovative solutions for verifying GNSS signals and PVT. Today’s civilian systems do not provide authentication at the system level, and a number of mitigation strategies have been developed in the last 10 years at user segment in order to protect receivers from interference and deception.

However, the lack of tools and instruments capable of evaluating these protection techniques prevents system integrators and end users from determining the solutions’ robustness and identifying associated risks. This situation is mainly due to the fact that existing tools are designed to simulate the performance and integrity of user equipment in non-intentional interference scenarios. Those tools that are used to assess intentional interference typically are limited to radio frequency interference (RFI) scenarios.

The core problem arises from the difficulty of characterizing all the different possibilities of position and time deception or “spoofing,” such as the simulation of signals together with interfering signals, replicating space data, or synchronizing of authentic and counterfeit signals. Figure 1 characterizes the avenues of attack for these spoofing attempts.
Another limitation of existing tools is that they do not allow the test and implementation of authentication schemes at the data and signal levels. Existing commercial products implement the signal-in-space (SIS) as defined by the respective interface control documents (ICDs) and find it difficult, for example, to simulate new schemes for data modulation, authentication, or multiplexed coding.

This article describes the high-level system architecture of the GNSS Authentication and User Protection System Simulator (GAUPSS) test bed, together with some preliminary results. The tool has been integrated in the European Space Agency (ESA) radionavigation lab at the European Space Research and Technology Center (ESTEC) in Noordwijk, The Netherlands, where GAUPSS is in its final validation phase.

The GAUPSS design had to meet four key types of requirements: the generation of deception scenarios, implementation of detection techniques based on satellite signal observables, generation of open GNSS signals that embed authentication, and detection of deception in the digital signal processing (DSP) domain. The sidebar, “GAUPSS Functional Requirements,” describes each of the categories of requirements in further details.

**GAUPSS Architecture**

The GAUPSS testbed architecture has been planned so as to allow a fully software implementation, leveraging the use of existing professional, commercial off the shelf (COTS) hardware equipment for both GNSS simulators and receivers. This allows maximum flexibility in the design and integration of mitigation strategies, interfaces, and evolution of the tool. Figure 2 presents a schematic outline of the GAUPSS architecture.

Of particular note among the various components that have been developed and integrated in GAUPSS are:

**SCS (Simulator Controller Software).**

This unit receives data from space via a receiver interface and controls commercial GNSS simulators in order to generate all possible types of interference and deception that can assail a target receiver. This software reveals in a user-friendly interface the combination of the full capabilities of signal generators that are otherwise not directly available to a user (time tagged scenarios, time synchronization, smooth signal generation without committing hardware resources, calibration capabilities).

**SVAM (Signal Validation and Analysis Module).**

The SVAM connects to the target receiver and monitors the effectiveness of the various deception and interference techniques. Furthermore, this unit is in charge of integrating the detection techniques based on observable data in a target receiver.

**SASMO — Signal Authentication Sequence (SAS) and Navigation Message Authentication (NMA) Module.**

The SASMO is a fully multi-constellation...
GNSS software signal simulator capable of generating open GNSS signals and adding authentication schemes in both the data and spreading code domains. The unit can also interface to commercial GNSS simulators in order to import a simulation scenario.

**SWR (Software Receiver).** This is a multi-constellation GNSS receiver capable of acquiring and tracking GNSS signals and performing a position solution. It integrates authentication mechanisms generated by SASMO and detection of counterfeit signals at both the acquisition and tracking stages.

### SCS and SVAM Use in Scenarios

The simulator controller software and signal validation and analysis module — referred to as SCSV when their operation is discussed together — can operate in various architectures in order to support static and dynamic scenarios, and can perform tests with both SIS and simulated open GNSS signals.

The first architecture of interest is one that attempts to counterfeit space signals and test possible mitigation strategies. Designed for laboratory use, this architecture requires an external antenna for reception of space signals and is limited to static scenarios. A second architecture was developed to test dynamic scenarios in a laboratory environment and requires the use of two GNSS simulators, which are controlled by the simulator controller software.

A third architecture has been designed to add the capability of testing dynamic scenarios with the support of the multipath function of GNSS simulators. With this approach, authentic signals are generated by the standard feature of the constellation simulator, while the multipath capability simulates the effects of a counterfeited signal. The architecture allows very accurate testing of code and frequency offsets.

**SCSV Architecture 1.** In Architecture 1, a receiver (RxB) receives signals-in-space from a reference antenna and extracts observable data, orbits information, and real-time navigation data. This data is used by the SCS to create simulations perfectly aligned with the live signals both in data and range. Simulation time is disciplined by the RxB 1 pulse per second (1PPS) in order to generate coherent signals with one- to three-nanosecond accuracy. As shown in Figure 3, SIS and simulated signals are combined and fed to the target receiver (RxA). SCSV collects data from RxA in order to assess the receiver lock state, carrier-to-noise (C/N0) ratio, and range variations and compare them with the ones that are generated for the signal simulator by SCSV.

**SCSV Architecture 2.** Architecture 2 has been designed to test dynamic scenarios in a laboratory environment (Figure 4). It requires two GNSS signal generators: one signal generator acts as the space signal, while the second acts as an interferer.

RxB is still used to collect reference orbit and navigation data parameters, while RxA receives the combined signal from both RF signal generators. In this architecture the authentic GNSS signal generator controls the time sync of the second signal generator via a 1PPS interface.
SCSV Architecture 3. Figure 5 shows the third SCSV architecture, which uses a single GNSS signal generator to assess both static and dynamic scenarios. The GNSS constellation simulator generates authentic signals, while the multipath signals are controlled by an external software that generates the spoofed pseudoranges.

This allows, for example, the testing of scenarios where the dynamics are identical in a first phase, and in a second phase the counterfeited signal (simulated by multipath) attempts to cause the target receiver (RxA) to deviate to a desired dynamic. This mode allows fine testing of algorithms and the simulation of all possible scenarios of code and frequency offset for multiple channels. It also allows the evaluation of different authentic and counterfeit signal combinations.

When the SCS starts a simulation, it has the capability to control power and range on the counterfeit signals in order to attempt to deceive the receiver. For example, the tool can support a simulation that begins with all authentic signals, then attempts to switch on and raise the power of a fake PRN (pseudorandom noise code of a signal) perfectly aligned with the authentic one, increase the power in order to get the receiver to lock on the new signal, and modify the code range in an attempt to create a false final PVT solution.

Figure 6 is a screenshot of the SCS graphical user interface (GUI), which shows the C/N0 and pseudorange monitor on the left side. The central area of the GUI screen deals with channel controls, and the right side shows the correlation peak output of the receiver.

Real-time data is used particularly to assess the receiver behavior under a spoofing barrage and can provide awareness and results on the effects of different scenarios.

The SVAM module collects data from the target receiver (RxA) for the purpose of analysis and implementation of detection strategies. The module supports three types of investigation and detection mechanisms:

- detection based on analysis of observables data
- detection based on analysis of navigation data
- detection based on pseudorange measurement residual (based on RAIM).

The tool supports the setting of parameters for thresholds in observable data jumps (such as time, C/N0, pseudorange jumps, or total lock time). This can provide a primary indication of receiver deception, particularly when the sophis-
tication of the interferer is low (where, for example, ranges and power are not synchronized).

Navigation data is also compared with SIS data in order to assess if the navigation data is authentic. The analysis of navigation data is of particular interest for monitoring which signal is tracking the receiver, as SCSV has the capability to modify the bits or to set specific flags in spare bits in order to monitor when the counterfeit signal has taken over.

Figure 7 presents a screenshot of the SVAM GUI with the navigation data monitor.

Finally, detection based on RAIM has been implemented, in order to monitor out-of-range pseudorange measurement residuals that can be caused by such things as a single-channel transmitter (a pseudolite, for example).

**SASMO Architecture**

The SAS and NMA module is a multi-constellation GNSS software signal simulator designed to simulate authentication schemes. It generates open GNSS signals and stores the I/Q (in phase and quadrature) signal samples in a file to be processed by the GAUPSS software receiver.

The following blocks comprise the SASMO architecture (shown schematically in Figure 8):

- an interface to import GNSS simulator scenario data, including constellation propagation information (code delay, Doppler) and navigation data
- a simulation engine block that manages the data and signal generation based on the simulation scenario
- a data decoder/encoder block that adds the authentication data in the predetermined fields. The bits to be included in the authentication function and the signature bits are identified in signature masks so that the user can test different positions in the data frames.
- the NMA generator block, which loads the crypto keys and generates signatures based on both symmetric and asymmetric protocols
- a signal generation block capable of generating GPS and Galileo signals on I/Q samples
- an SAS generator block that generates authentication schemes based on SAS (described in further detail in the paper by O. Pozzobon et alia listed in the Additional Resources section at the end of this article).

The signal generated by SASMO can be transmitted via RF software defined radio with a mixer upconverter. Figure 9 shows a screen display of a SASMO GPS signal.

**NMA Schemes Implemented in SASMO.**

Navigation message authentication has been integrated into SASMO with two options:

- Fast authentication scheme refers to a symmetric key encryption protocol based on a keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC). This method requires limited bits, which can be truncated. It could be applied, for example, in possible evolution of
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Galileo at every page (two seconds) in a navigation message.

- **Slow authentication scheme** refers to a public key authentication method based on the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). This type of scheme requires more bits and could be applied in possible evolution of Galileo at every subframe (30 seconds).

Symmetric schemes based on HMAC use limited bandwidth, but they require a security module in the receiver (otherwise the key could be re-used for HMAC generation).

Public-key schemes based on ECDSA require a simpler receiver architecture, but signature size is significantly larger. In ECDSA the signature cannot be truncated because the entire data set must be decrypted by the receiver for verification. Table 1 shows examples of key sizes that have been tested in SASMO, with the relevant difference in signature size. Definition of security parameters (such as key size or initialization vector structure) is not an objective of this paper.

### Signal Authentication Sequences (SAS)

SAS is a concept proposed in the previously cited paper by O. Pozzobon et alia that refers to the advanced release of a short sequence of encrypted PRNs in a non-encrypted data channel in the same frequency.

In a hypothetical implementation of this concept, the satellite would transmit in the navigation data of a non-encrypted signal a small sequence of chips that are later used for modulation of the encrypted signal. The receiver then attempts to correlate the received SAS data with the encrypted signal at the predetermined epoch, and verifies the correlation value with respect to a predefined security threshold.

Figure 10 shows an example of how SAS is obtained from an encrypted sequence.

SASMO supports SAS generation. SAS data is obtained by encrypted channels (generated by dummy PRNs) and stored for subsequently transmission.

### Software Receiver Architecture

The GAUPSS SWR is a software-defined multi-constellation GNSS receiver designed to support detection and mitigation of counterfeit signals by implementing the following strategies:

- Support of NMA as generated by the SASMO simulator
- Support of SAS as generated by the SASMO simulator
- Detection of counterfeit signals at both acquisition and tracking stages using DSP techniques.

Figure 11 shows the SWR high level architecture, comprising the acquisition, tracking, and position blocks.

**Table 1. NMA Crypto schemes comparison in SASMO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Key size (bits)</th>
<th>Signature size (bits)</th>
<th>Truncation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast authentication</td>
<td>HMAC Symmetric</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>yes (e.g. 8 bits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow authentication</td>
<td>ECDSA Asymmetric</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10. Example of SAS obtained by an encrypted channel**

**Figure 11. Software receiver high-level architecture: acquisition, tracking, and position blocks (gray) and signal authentication blocks (brown)**
used also to acquire signals generated by SCSV via GNSS signal generators, in order to test DSP techniques for detection of deception attempts.

**Preliminary Results of Mitigation Techniques**

Detection of counterfeit signals in the tracking loop domain has been enhanced in the software receiver in order to have a configurable number of tracking points that can detect non-authentic signals entering the tracking loop.

The standard approach that employs three (bi-phase shift keying, BPSK) or five (binary offset carrier, BOC) correlators cannot be used to distinguish any spurious component in the autocorrelation function (ACF), due to the limited number of samples taken from the whole ACF. Figure 12 shows a counterfeited signal entering the correlator and not being detected by standard tracking function. Note that a malicious signal that is synchronized in range with a real signal can appear as multipath. Differentiating between them is not trivial and is not an objective of the current work.

Our approach is based on the design of a correlation subsystem, referred to as the “Sentinel Engine,” that runs in parallel with the ordinary E/P/L (early/prompt/late) correlation function. The Sentinel Engine’s correlators can be defined with an unlimited number and different delays with respect to E/P/L, providing a finer resolution for searches in the time domain. (See Figure 13.)

This allows the development of metrics (algorithms) that can detect counterfeit signals that attempt a so-called “carry off attack,” where an attacker attempts to align a false signal with a real one in order to force the receiver to lock onto the first one. (The paper by T. E. Humphreys et alia listed in Additional Resources is another example of a test-bed that can assess such attacks.)

When under attack, the counterfeit signal generates some distortion in the ACF, which is inconsistent with the ideal shape. Two metrics have been chosen to measure deviations and unbalancing of ACF distribution: Center of Mass (CoM) and Skewness (SKEW), following a similar approach derived from particle physics and mechanics.

**Model Definition**

In a real scenario, the RF signal is first filtered by the front-end, then down-converted to baseband, and finally multiplied and summed.

While the metrics should be evaluated from a statistical point of view, the derivation of expectation and variance becomes a complex mathematical problem due to the correlation properties of ACF: the defined metrics are non-linear combinations of correlated random variables, with non-negligible covariance terms that impede the resolution in closed form. As a consequence, the model has been simplified in order to accomplish a closed form evaluation.

For this reason, the metrics and models have been chosen in order to maintain the possibility of verification through closed formulas, minimize the effect of ACF model approximations, and maintain model variables as much as possible joined to the real-life parameters of the ACF.

Such constraints led to the adoption of a model of the shape of ACF: it has been “artificially” built in order to obtain a formulation for the mass $W$, as close as possible to the real ACF, but suitable to simplify calculations and get closed form formulas. Details of the mathematical model will be presented in future publications.

**Metrics and ACF Model.** CoM and SKEW will be used to evaluate the displacement (CoM) and unbalancing (SKEW) of the distribution of ACF abscissas, with respect to the prompt position. Table 2 defines the terms used in this model.

**Pre-Filtering.** Sampling granularity, noise, and code cross-correlation strongly affect the performance of the chosen metrics. We have implemented a filtering method based on an analysis of the ideal ACF shape: noise filtering should take advantage of signal properties, provided that the counterfeit signal peak emerges from the noise floor.

As a result, the method makes use of a threshold to filter out the “low-mass” sentinels before calculation. The thresh-
old is related to the noise floor properties (Figure 14). In other words, only “high-mass” sentinels must be used, in order to obtain a low-noise output.

Different simulations have been performed with both the SCSV and SASMO software on two GNSS systems that broadcast respectively BPSK and BOC(1,1) signals. The simulated dynamics are the following:

• BPSK-PRN-1: counterfeit signal starts at 0.2 second, with a constant attenuation of 0 decibel.
• BOC-PRN-5: counterfeit signal starts at 0.3 second, with a constant attenuation of 0 decibel.
• Pseudorange offset of the two attacking component vary upon time, as shown in Figure 15.

In the Figures 16 and 17, CoM and SKEW have been calculated without filtering on BPSK-PRN-1 and on BOC-PRN-5. Both of them are under attack, but the noisy nature is quite evident, and poor information on malicious signals can be deduced.

The filtering approach transforms the statistic properties of the metrics, in particular their variance. As a result, we can easily isolate variations from the nominal conditions.

The graphs in Figure 17 show how SKEW and CoM vary significantly at, respectively, 0.2 and 0.3 seconds, when the counterfeit signal enters the sentinel engine. We are currently investigating statistical analysis in closed form and verification via Monte Carlo simulation for the tuning of the proper thresholds. This will allow the minimization of false positives and false negatives.

**Conclusion**

The GAUPSS testbed is a baseline for performing analysis and research of user segment protection and signal authentication. The development of algorithms in the position solution domain and at the DSP level in the receiver are fundamental until future navigation systems provide authentication at the system level.
Finally, GAUPSS is an ideal testbed to assess the performances of future authentication schemes at system level, as the software module can be easily modified to test new encryption schemes at the data or spreading code level. Mathematical models with threshold definitions for DSP-based detection will be subject of future publications.

Manufacturers
The GAUPSS testbed described in this article, including production of the SCVS, SWR, and SASMO software, was developed by Qascom S.r.l., Bassano del Grappa, Italy. It used GSS8000 GNSS simulators and SimGen software from Spirent Communications, Paignton, United Kingdom, and PolaRx4 PRO receivers from Septentrio, Leuven, Belgium. The Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) from Ettus Research, Mountain View, California, USA, was used to transmit GNSS signals via RF, as shown in Figure 9. Signal analysis employed an RSA3408A spectrum analyzer from Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon USA.
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